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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, May 27, 2014 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond. Mpls is -15, Duluth -25 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12% 13% 14% 15% 

MWN4 718^4 S -7^0 4150 31377 -311 Basis (N): NQ +115 +135 NQ 

MWU4 726^0 S -7^6 1915 16862 +178 Info:   cars cars  

MWZ4 735^4 S -7^4 745 17325 +333 Change:  unch/dn 33 dn 5/dn 25  

MWH5 743^2 S -7^6 139 5344 -13 Mpls Truck 20d to-arrive: +5 +40 +55 

MWK5 747^2 S -8^0 4 482 +5 Portland (N) May June July Aug (NC) 

MWZ5 764^0 S -9^0 0 161 -2 14%proBasis  +125/+140 +115/+140 +100/+130 +95/+120 

Totals:   6,964 71,859 +193  unch/up 5 unch/up 10 unch/up 5 unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,178 Options: 6 

Receipts on the Floor:   
66 cars and 2 trains 

Implied option vols: 
N:23% U:24% Z:23% 

Cash: DNS basis was mixed in the spot market, weaker on low pro 
& firmer on high pro. PNW was firmer on slow farmer selling. 
Farmer selling has dried up with lower board and fieldwork.    

Commentary: 
Wheat plunged lower following lower EU markets and in response to the victory of a pro-west candidate 
in Ukraine’s election and (more importantly) Putin’s diplomatic overtures signaling easing of tensions. 
With geopolitical risk premium quickly evaporating, a more mixed precipitation pattern developing in 
Russia, and US harvest right around the corner, managed money is rebuilding its short position in 
Chicago wheat—but this time against large net long positions in MW and KW. The chart below shows 
the gross long and short managed money positions in Chicago wheat. Note the long is mostly static 
while the short position is what has triggered the massive price movements of 2014. The question to 
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ask going into harvest is how large of a net short position does the CTA want to put back on in SRW? 
 
Friday’s COT showed funds net long 24,000 contracts still in Chicago but also net long 32,000 in KC 
and 12,000 in Minneapolis. We are back to trading money flow and money is selling wheat. The biggest 
moments of today’s session both in terms of volatility and liquidity were on last night’s gap lower open 
and then again on the close today; MOC selling brought wheat to close on new daily lows.  
 
Calendar spreads continue to trade under heavy pressure in the new VSR environment. The running 
average of the current full carry for WN/WU is past the 80% threshold and going into fund roll and 
harvest a storage expansion now seems very likely. One the increase from 5 to 8 cents per month is in 
the bin, so to speak, the trade will then begin to focus on the 22-cent level for WU/WZ, trade beyond 
which during the observation period could further expand storage from 8 cents per month to 12 cents 
per month effective September 18th. Expect spread trade to continue to be volatile. The DB roll starts 
one week from today. Widening carries in SRW create opportunities to arbitrage the storage 
differentials between the different wheat contracts.  
 
KC calendar spreads are consolidating against support levels with the N-Z finding steady buying in the 
17-20 carry area. The crop is small but the market structure argues for further weakness into fund roll.  
 
Spring wheat calendar spreads are doing their normal routine, trading with intractable strength despite 
weakening basis and going into what will be another heavy fund roll. The K/N traded storage plus 
interest and the market structure is equally problematic and now basis is even weaker. Outlook is 
negative. Intermarket trade against VSR in Chicago should keep a bid on the back end to further build 
carries over time.  
 
The spring wheat crop is getting in the ground with farmers making record week-to-week progress: 
national spring wheat plantings jumped to 74% vs. 49% last week, 77% a year ago, and a 5-year 
average of 82%. My guess was 70%. ND jumped 34% from last week to 59% and MN is up 47% from 
last week to 67%. We continue to hear about ND farmers switching to wheat and beans from corn and 
it now seems more likely that final spring wheat plantings will be very close to March intentions with 
corn down and beans up. Huge ND corn planting progress of 50% week over week is probably 
misleading and more indicative of acreage switching to wheat and beans than of planting progress. 
Commercial contacts indicate that ND producers last week were focusing on wheat.  
 
Canada is also getting planted, a little bit late, but no major issues. Soil moisture is excellent in most 
wheat areas and the setup is beginning to look like last year…  
 
 
–Austin Damiani 


